
I am very excited to announce that I will be
passing the torch of Two Hearts Studio to
Marina Rizo-Patron as the new owner beginning
January 1st. Twelve years ago this month I
was overseeing the construction project that
turned our building into a sacred space for
the practice of yoga. The building was
completely renovated to add the second story,
new electricity, plumbing, bamboo floors and
two bathrooms. I have been the proud owner,
operator and holder of the light for all these
years. We anticipate the transition during
December to be so smooth that you will likely
not even notice. The studio will remain exactly
the same, as will the website, the current
schedule, the payment process, the ZOOM log-
in, the class cards, the name, Two Hearts
Studio, and our commitment to offer high quality yoga classes with experienced teachers.  

Marina has a vision to carry our sacred space forward into the future during these
turbulent times of uncertainty. Many of you know Marina as the owner of Soul Gear Yoga
Boutique that has brightened our wardrobes and cheerfully operated inside Two Hearts
Studio for the past three years. She has been my student for seventeen years and is a
certified Ashaya Yoga® teacher and RYT200/RYT500 registered teacher with the Yoga
Alliance. Marina’s enthusiasm and dedication will guide her forward to hold the torch of Two
Hearts high so that all may see the light. 
 
I will continue to teach at Two Hearts Studio and will expand my offerings of private sessions
in yoga, pilates reformer and fitness. I hope to have more time to offer specialty classes
and workshops.  

It is with much gratitude and thanks to the thousands of students who have crossed
the threshold into Two Hearts Studio and allowed us to guide you on your path of yoga. A
special thanks to our instructors: Connie Lozano has been part of Two Hearts for the entire
twelve years. She was the first teacher to say, “Yes I think it is a good idea to open a studio
and I will teach there". Soon after we were joined by Emilie Rogers and Kitty Bevis who have
been offering their skill and wisdom in classes for a decade. Lana Reed worked tirelessly
behind the scenes for five years to make sure the business kept rolling so I could focus on
teaching. Pamela Valentine has played that role for the past two years implementing a new
website including our vast video library. I offer my appreciation to all the teachers who have
opened their hearts to our students over the years, most recently to Nancy, Darren, Barbara,
Marina, Pamela, Lana and our Zen Meditation group.

May there be another twelve years ahead of light and love.

Blessings to all,
Jane Goldstein,
Owner Two Hearts Yoga and Fitness
210-240-6141
yoga@twohearts.net

http://twoheartsstudio.net


We want your feedback! We are working on studio
offerings for the New Year and would love to hear
from you with ideas and suggestions.

We plan to offer more “ Live in the Studio” classes. Do
you have a small group of friends that would like to get
a class going?

Simply reply to this email and the info will get to Jane
and Marina.

Live in the Studio Class Series  are only available by pre-registration.
Contact the instructor for openings. Marina has one and sometimes others come up.

Due to class size limitations walks-in spots are not available at this time.

Jane Goldstein 210-240-6141 yoga@twohearts.net
Marina Rizo-Patron, 210-218-1143 marinatwohearts@gmail.com

Two Hearts Website
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